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By mid-March, these companies had all returned well in excess of 20% each after the US elections, and was pricing in an excessively
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benign set of outcomes, in our opinion: increased interest rates, lower tax rates and less regulatory cost. We believed markets had
become overly enthusiastic about how easy these reforms would be to implement, and we modestly trimmed the positions to
reflect our concerns.

As things turned out, this occurred just before the failed push to repeal Obamacare in Congress; as news broke that the Republican
caucus had indefinitely delayed voting on the legislation to enact the repeal, markets began second-guessing the likelihood of the
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Despite the numerous political anxieties, we continue to see a pattern of modest but global synchronised growth and reflation,

Trump agenda being implemented without some big concessions. By and large, US equities lagged for the remainder of March as
suggestive of less accommodative central bank policies in the quarters ahead. The Federal Reserve has sanctioned its third
the positions backing the reflation trade were unwound.
interest rate increase and we forecast two, or possibly three more quarter-point hikes before the end of the year. Talk of interest
The first quarter of 2017 saw a continuation of the optimism that propelled markets to new highs after the November US elections.
rate rises in the Eurozone in our view is premature but we do expect the European Central Bank (ECB) to continue to ease off
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our process – sticking to quality names that would weather market volatility; buying for fundamental reasons
growth and rising US government bond yields looks set to push global yields modestly higher and therefore, the Fund remains
as opposed to a near term trade – allowed us to also take the opposing view when we were convinced the stocks in the portfolio
defensively positioned with a bias towards short and medium-dated issues.
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suggest that there is at last some element of synchronized global growth taking hold. While we are unlikely to see global GDP growth
US economic conditions remain consistent with the more hawkish monetary stance now in place at the Federal Reserve. Both
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what is deemed the ‘new norm’. President Trump inherited an economy with the wind in its sails but there is a growing sense of
reform announced in the US later this year, we approach the issue with eyes wide open – our process demands that we look
impatience over lack of clarity on proposed tax reforms and infrastructure spend, particularly given the recent Obamacare defeat.
beyond the near-term drivers and find businesses that will survive and thrive for many years to come.
We expect some positive fiscal news in the coming months which may be sufficient to provide another economic and sentiment
‘sugar rush’ into 2018. Under this scenario, ten-year US government bond yields should move higher as part of the ongoing
normalisation process and we retain our medium term yield target of 3%.
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The US Dollar fell moderately in the quarter but the Fund remains overweight on the view that this short term weakness is unlikely
to be the beginning of a sustained downturn, just yet. Without doubt, many of the supportive factors have been discounted such as
As previously mentioned, we believe there are signs of synchronized global growth from major developing economies. Combined
favourable interest rate and yield differentials but we expect the Trump administrations pro-growth fiscal initiatives and some form
with the Fed hiking rates in the US, we think the outlook for equities are reasonably positive for 2017, barring any major adverse
of border adjustment tax (BAT), even if watered down, to provide another, and potentially final, lift for the US Dollar. We are poised
geopolitical outcomes. Emerging markets in particular may benefit, as commodity prices have recovered markedly, and valuations
to trim our overweight exposure in the Fund at more favourable levels in the year ahead.
are not as expensive relative to developed markets.
There are real signs of an improving economic backdrop in the Eurozone and the ‘long-term’ outlook for the Euro appears more
However, as there are several major potential risks to markets – mostly of a political nature – we advocate that investors should be
positive. However for now, the uncertain political landscape and negative interest rates and yields (even before adjusting for
selective about committing capital: returns may diverge dramatically, and investors need to be cautious about the price paid. We
inflation) should be enough to keep the Euro pressured, particularly against the US Dollar. The odds of one or more member states
will stick to our process: finding businesses with a durable competitive edge that are exposed to markets experiencing structural
exiting the Euro remain slim but those odds are not ‘zero’ and therefore, an overhanging concern. The Fund remains zero-weighted
growth.
in the Euro, however, a push in the US Dollar/Euro rate towards the much hyped parity level may convince us to start adding some
exposure.
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Reserve raised US interest rates another 25bps in March, and

signaled that further rate hikes in 2017 are very much on the cards. Fixed income investors face the unappealing certainty of

Disclaimer
capital
erosion in a rising rate environment. Equities tend to outperform bonds in an upturn, as higher rates are counterbalanced
This summary brochure has been prepared for information purposes only and is not an offer (or solicitation of an offer) to buy or sell the product.

by
improving earnings growth as the underlying economy recovers.
This document and the information in it may not be reproduced in whole or in part for any purpose without the express consent of Melville Douglas.
All information in this document is subject to change after publication without notice. While every care has been taken in preparing this document, no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or
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This
doesn’t imply that investors should think 2017 will be smooth sailing: if election results in 2016 taught us anything, it is
for any claims, liability, damages (whether direct or indirect, actual or consequential), loss, penalty, expense or cost of any nature, which you may incur as a result of your entering into any proposed
transaction/s or acting on any information set out in this document.
that
the future is inherently unknowable, and unlikely outcomes should be expected. The risk of further political instability in
Some transactions described in this document may give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors and may not be suitable in jurisdictions outside the Republic of South Africa. You
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an indicator of future performance.

